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Swan Song
by Allen Hedden
This issue of The Eddy Line is my Swan Song. It marks the completion of fifteen
years of my tenure as editor. To quote Jerry Garcia, "What a long, strange trip it's
been." I've tried to make it an appropriate finale — I hope you enjoy reading it as
much as I enjoyed putting it together.
Fifteen years and 180 issues of The Eddy Line. I wonder how many typos and
mis-prints? After years of observation, I've become convinced that some supernatural
power gets into the file after I compose it, and before it gets to the printer, and
rearranges things a bit. Some kind of "Typo Gremlin?" I think that gremlin has a
cousin in the world of email as well.
This job has always been a labor of love, otherwise I would never have done it
for so long. I have always believed I would continue to do the job as long as I enjoyed
it, and as long as the club allowed me to do it. Well, beliefs change. I believe it's time
to move on and pass the baton to someone else.
I think the job will benefit from an influx of new blood, new energy. AND
passing it on will give me more time to devote to paddling, enjoying my grandchildren,
etc. It's part of a gradual retiring process that began in 1996 when I retired from
gainful employment, and will someday be followed by retiring from boat outfitting
and training. I hope I never have to retire from paddling.
I appreciate the club putting up with me all this time while I was learning the
job, and I truly appreciate all the kudos received from many of you over the years. It's
been a very rewarding experience, one that I shall treasure forever.
Our new editor is Rick Bellows, assisted by Shari Heinz and Steve Reach. And
I'm not totally vanishing from the scene — I'll be hanging around as an advisor,
coach, and occasional contributor to the newsletter. Rick has been our Advertising
Manager for the past several months, and a major contributor to the newsletter. Rick
will bring the energy and enthusiasm to the job that he has exhibited in these past
endeavors. Shari has been a major contributor to the newsletter as well, and is
enthusiastic about helping out. Steve has long served the club as Web Master and
as Cruise Master, doing a great job in both areas. Steve will bring much technical
expertise to the job.
For the time being, Rick and Steve are doing double and triple duty by taking
on the newsletter job in addition to their present jobs. If you are interested in helping
the club out in any of these areas, and helping to relieve the load on our selfless
volunteers, please get in touch with President Vincent Payne, 770.834.8263, or to
help with the newsletter, contact Rick at 678.617.2546. Many area clubs have a staff
of four or five people working on their newsletters. Thanks in advance for any help
you can give!
The new email address to send articles, ads, pictures, announcements, etc., for
The Eddy Line will be the_eddyline@yahoo.com. Send disks, CDs and typed articles
to Rick at:
P.O. Box 441
Gainesville, GA 30503-0441
Thanks to everyone for fifteen wonderful years! Without the articles and other
materials you contributed and the great readership, it wouldn't have been possible.
See you on the river....
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Who Ya Gonna Call?

information — Call Ed Schultz at 404.266.3734.
If you didn’t receive your Eddy Line — Call Ed Schultz at
404.266.3734.
For information on GCA clinics — Call the clinic coordinator
listed on the clinic schedule, or call Training Director Gina
Johnson at 404.512.0832.
For information on winter roll practice — Call Louis
Boulanger at 404.373.2907.
For information on placing want ads in The Eddy Line —
Call Newsletter Editor Rick Bellows at 678.617.2546, or see "To
place an ad" in the Want Ad section of The Eddy Line.
For information on commercial ads — Call Advertising
Manager Rick Bellows at 678.617.2546.
For information on videos and books available from the
GCA Library — Call GCA Librarian Denise Colquitt at
770.854.6636.

The following list is provided for your
convenience:
For general information about the
club — Call the club telephone
number, 770.421.9729, and leave a
message. Someone will get back to you.
To volunteer to help with club activities — Call President
Vincent Payne at 770.834.8263 or contact the committee
chairperson for your area of interest.
For information on payment of dues or membership
status — Call Treasurer Ed Schultz at 404.266.3734.
To sign up for a club trip — Call the trip coordinator at the
number listed on the activity list.
To sign up to lead a club trip — Call Cruise Master Steve
Reach at 770.760.7357.
For change of address or for Eddy Line subscription

Board of Directors Meetings

GCA Executive Committee

The Georgia Canoeing Association Board of Directors
meetings generally are held quarterly the first Thursday of
the last month of the quarter (March, June, September,
December) at 7 PM at the Carl E. Sanders Family YMCA
in Buckhead, 1160 Moores Mill Road, Atlanta, Georgia
30327. All GCA members are encouraged to attend. If you
have an item for discussion, please call GCA President
Vincent Payne at 770.834.8263 so he can add your item to
the agenda. Attending Board meetings is a great way to
become more involved with the GCA.

President ............................................. Vincent Payne
Vice President ......................................... Tom Bishop
Secretary ............................................. Jamie Higgins
Treasurer .................................................. Ed Schultz
Member Services Chair ................... Gabriella Schlidt
Recreation Chair ................................... Denise Keller
Resource Development Chair ............ William Gatling
River Protection Chair .............................. Don Kinser
Training Chair ...................................... Gina Johnson

Submitting Eddy Line Material
Deadline for material to be submitted for publication in the next Eddy Line is the fifth of the month, i.e., for the January issue, material should be
submitted no later than December fifth. The editor must receive all articles, trip reports and want ads by the deadline or they MAY NOT be published
in the next issue. To submit material via EMAIL, send to gacanoe@mindspring.com. The text of an article can be placed in the body of a message,
and photo images can be attached to the message as attached files. To submit material via COMPUTER DISK submit articles or trip reports on a
3-1/2 inch IBM/DOS formatted disk as an ASCII text file labeled with a ".txt" file extension, or as a text file on a 3-1/2 inch high density MacIntosh
formatted disk, and include a printed copy (Disks returned only if requested). To submit material via U.S. MAIL, send to: Allen Hedden, 2923 Piedmont
Drive, Marietta, GA 30066. All classified ads will be run for two months unless otherwise requested. Hand-written or phoned in material CANNOT
be accepted. Contact Newsletter Editor Allen Hedden at 770.426.4318 for questions. Thanks for your cooperation.
STATEMENT of OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT and CIRCULATION. THE EDDY LINE (USPS 0017-773) is published monthly by the non-profit
organization, Georgia Canoeing Association, Inc., PO Box 7023, Atlanta, GA 30357. Publisher and Office of Publication: H. Edwin Schultz, 3060
Pharr Ct. N. #315, Atlanta, GA 30305. Editor: Allen Hedden, 2923 Piedmont Dr. NE, Marietta, GA 30066. Average circulation during the preceding
12 months: Net press run 628 copies; paid or requested circulation 612; free distribution 7; undistributed 9; circulation paid or requested 98.8%.
Circulation of September 2005 issue: Net press run 610 copies; paid or requested circulation 589; free distribution 10; undistributed 11; circulation
paid or requested 98.3%.
The Eddy Line (USPS 017773), published monthly, is the official newsletter of the Georgia Canoeing Association, Inc., publication address: 3060
Pharr Court North, #315, Atlanta, GA 30305. Annual subscription price of $20.00 is included in the $25.00 membership dues. Periodicals postage
paid at Atlanta, GA. POSTMASTER: Send address changes to The Eddy Line, c/o Georgia Canoeing Association, P.O.Box 7023, Atlanta, GA 30357.
READERS: Send old and new addresses and an Eddy Line address label. Telephone 770.421.9729.
Copyright © 2006 by the Georgia Canoeing Association, Inc. Views and opinions expressed in articles and editorials are those of the writer and do
not necessarily represent the official views and policies of the club. Articles and trip reports are edited only for grammar, punctuation, spelling, vulgar
or obscene language, and to fit in allocated space. No substantive changes are made in any material published herein. Eddy Line material published
herein and not individually designated as copyrighted by other than the GCA may be copied, reprinted, republished or otherwise disseminated to other
paddling organizations having a newsletter exchange agreement with GCA. Proper credit should be given. Publication of paid advertisements herein
does not constitute an endorsement of the products or services advertised, or the advertiser.
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UPCOMING ACTIVITIES
October
5 Executive Committee Meeting
Carl E. Sanders Family YMCA Vincent Payne
7 Metro Chattahoochee
Class 1-2 Trained Beginner
Todd McGinnis
13-15 Fall Gala Canoeing Affair — Horn's Creek Resort, Ocoee, TN
Denise Keller
21 Nantahala
Class 2-3 Intermediate
Steve Reach
27-29 Ocala Camping
Class 1-2 Trained Beginner
Buddy Goolsby
28 Lake Rutledge
Flat Water
Kelly Harbac
28 Hiwassee
Class 1-2 Trained Beginner
William Gatling
28 Cartecay
Class 2-3 Intermediate
Brannen Proctor
28 Chattooga Section 4
Class 3-4 Advanced
Roger Nott

770.834.8263
770.856.4489
770.591.0980
404.579.3166
770.425.9517
678.625.0808
770.529.7103
770.664.7384
770.536.6923

November
2 Executive Committee Meeting
10-12 Flint River (Note 2)
18 High Falls State Park — Lake
25 Ohoopee Exploratory (Note 1)
26 Ohoopee Exploratory (Note 1)

Carl E. Sanders Family YMCA Vincent Payne
Moving Water
Jamie Higgins
Flat Water
Kelly Harbac
Class 1-2 Trained Beginner
William Gatling
Class 1-2 Trained Beginner
William Gatling

770.834.8263
404.508.0761
678.625.0808
770.529.7103
770.529.7103

Carl E. Sanders Family YMCA Vincent Payne
Flat Water
Kelly Harbac

770.834.8263
678.625.0808

December
7 Board of Directors Meeting
16 Lake Varner

Note 1: Separate day trips, flat water and very scenic, according to Paddlers Guide to Georgia. Pack your map, GPS,
patience and sense of adventure.
Note 2: Overnight camping trip.

Your Trip Could Be Listed in This Space —
Call the Cruise Master and Sign Up Now!!
Signing Up: Call the trip coordinator listed to sign up for trips. Most trip coordinators will move a trip to an alternate
venue if the water levels and conditions for a particular trip are not favorable. Call early in the week to ensure you get
a spot on the trip, and in consideration for the coordinators, PLEASE avoid calling late in the evening.
Training Trips are a combination of recreation and training designed to attract those boaters who have completed a
formal training clinic and would like some on-the-river time with instructors practicing what was learned in the clinic
and expanding skill levels.
To Volunteer To Lead Trips: Call the Cruise Master, Steve Reach at 770.760.7357. As usual, we need trip coordinators
for all types of trips, from flat water to class 5 white water. Our excellent trip schedule depends on the efforts of volunteers,
so get involved and sign up to coordinate a trip on your favorite river today! The GCA needs YOU!
Chattooga Trips are limited to 12 boats on ANY section on ANY trip, club trip or private (USFS regulation). Your
cooperation in protecting this National Wild and Scenic River is appreciated.
Roll Practice: Wednesday evenings 6:00 PM 'til dark, May thru the end of Daylight Saving Time in October at Stone
Mountain Lake. See the announcement in this issue of The Eddy Line.
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GCA Library Items
The GCA Library has many videotapes and
books available to any GCA member. All you
have to do is call GCA Librarian Denise
Colquitt at 770.854.6636 to find out what is
available. The cost is $3.00 per tape or book
for postage and handling.
Any / all donations or loans to the library are
welcome. (Please, no bootleg video copies.)
Send them to:
Denise Colquitt
3794 Glenloch Road
Franklin, GA 30217
The following items are currently available:
Videos:
Canoes by Whitesell
Cold, Wet & Alive
Expedition Earth
Faultline (Will Reeves)
First Descents (North Fork Payette)
Grace Under Pressure (learning the kayak
roll)
I Said Left, Stupid: A Video Guide to the
Chattooga River (Sect. 2 & 3)
In the Surf
Introduction to Canoeing
Mohawk Canoes (promotional w/detailed boat
outfitting instructions)
Mohawk Whitewater Canoes (promotional w/
detailed outfitting instructions)
Only Nolan (Promotional, Canoe Technique)
Path of the Paddle: Quiet Water
Path of the Paddle: White Water
Performance Sea Kayaking (the basics & beyond)
Play Daze
Retendo

Solo Playboating!
The C-1 Challenge
The Middle Fork of the Salmon River
(Idaho) — by Photographic Expeditions
Trailside: White Water Canoeing the
Chattooga River
Vortox -- low cost storm water sampler
Waterwalker (Bill Mason)
Whitewater Self Defense
Books:
A Canoeing and Kayakng Guide to the Streams
of Florida
A Canoeing & Kayaking Guide to the Streams
of Kentucky
ACanoeing and Kayaking Guide to the
Streams of Ohio, Vols I & II
A Canoeing & Kayaking Guide to the Streams
of Tennessee-Vol I & II
A Hiking Guide to the Trails of Florida
A Paddler's Guide to the Obed Emory Watershed
ACA Canoeing & Kayannng Instructors Guide
Alabama Canoe Rides
AMC White Water Handbook
American Red Cross Canoeing & Kayaking
Arkansas information (assorted)
Basic River Canoeing
Brown's Guide to Georgia
Buyer's Guide 1993 (Canoe Magazine)
Buyer's Guide 1994 (Paddler Magazine)
Buyer's Guide 1996 (Paddler Magazine)
California Whitewater - A Guide to the Rivers
Canoe Racing (Marathon & Down River)
Canoeing & Kayaking Guide to Georgia
Canoeing Wild Rivers
Carolina Whitewater (Western Carolina)
Endangered Rivers & the Conservation Movement

breaking news items of interest to the paddling community, etc., will be sent out via the GCA email list at
gcalist@yahoogroups.com. If you want to receive any of
this information, please subscribe to the list using the
above instructions. Also, don't be shy about using the list
to send out or to request information about paddling
related topics, rivers you're interested in, etc.
By the way, should you change or lose your email ID,
please take a minute to "unsubscribe" your old ID and/or
to "subscribe" your new one.

Announcements

GCA Email List
The GCA email list has at this
printing over 400 subscribers. Here's
how the list works:
By sending an email to "gcalist@yahoogroups.com"
you automatically reach all subscribers to the list with the
message. Only those subscribed to the list can send email
to the list.
To subscribe to the list, send an email to "gcalistsubscribe@yahoogroups.com". You will receive a verification that you are subscribed and a welcome message with
instructions on how to unsubscribe and various other
commands available through the service. Be sure to save
this information for future reference.
All GCA announcements and forwarded email from
other sources concerning new river access issues, late
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Florida information (assorted)
Georgia Mountains
Godforsaken Sea: Racing the World’s Most
Dangerous Waters
Happy Isles of Oceana: Paddling the Pacific
Homelands: Kayaking the Inside Passage
Idaho Whitewater
Indiana Canoeing Guide
Kentucky Wild Rivers
Missouri Ozark Waterways
Northern Georgia Canoe Guide
Ohio County Maps & Recreational Guide
Paddle America (Guide to trips & outfitters)
Paddle to the Amazon - The World's Longest
Canoe Trip
Paddling SC-Palmetto State River Trails
Path of the Paddle
People Proteeting Rivers
Pole, paddle & Portage
River Rescue
River Safety Anthology
River's End (Stories)
Sea Kayaking Canada's West Coast
Song of the Paddle
Southeastern Whitewater
Southern Georgia Canoeing
The Georgia Conservancy Guide to the North
The Lower Canyons of the Rio Grande
The Mighty Mulberry-A Canoeing Guide
They Shoot Canoes, Don't they?
White Water Tales of Terror
WhiteWaterTrips (British Columbia &Washington)
Wildwater (Sierra Club Guide)
WildwaterWestVirginia
Youghiogheny-Appalachian River
Maps:
The Big South Fork

GCA Web Page
Check it out at http://www.georgiacanoe.org. We are
continually adding information and links of value to paddlers. Send your ideas for updates to the GCA web
committee at gcaweb@gmail.com. Membership applications, GCA waivers and other forms for use by members
are posted on the site.
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Mail Failure Notices
Each month the Electronic Eddy Line receives numerous mail failure notices against members' email IDs. If
your email address comes back with a mail failure notice,
you will be deleted from the recipient list for the Electronic
Eddy Line until we get a request to be added back with a
current email address.
Also, if we get a number of mail failure notices
against an email ID on the GCA Email List, that ID is
automatically unsubscribed by the listserve software. It is
the subscriber's responsibility to maintain the subscription with the current email ID. Your cooperation is
appreciated — it makes less work for our all volunteer
staff.

Support Our GCA Supporters
The GCA web site now features a GCA Supporters
web page with links to the companies that support GCA
financially by advertising with us. Help out those who help
us out — patronize our financial supporters!!
Thanks!

Get The Eddy Line Via Email
The Eddy Line is available via email as a .pdf (portable document format) file. This format allows subscribers to view formatted text, graphics, page layout — virtually the entire Eddy Line — just as it appears in printed
form. Plus you can see it at least a couple of weeks before
the printed copy arrives via snail mail. You can also print
out a paper copy of the .pdf file and it looks just like the
snail mail copy (except most of the photos are in living
color).
The .pdf version requires only Adobe Acrobat Reader
(or some equivalent) software in order to view it. Acrobat
Reader is sometimes present on PCs running Windows
operating systems, or can be downloaded for free from the
If you hire a paddler to represent you...

Next GCA Meeting
The GCA Fall General Membership Meeting will be
held in conjunction with the Fall Gala at Horn's Creek
Resort in Ocoee, TN, on Saturday evening, October 14.
We'll try to have the meeting BEFORE the libations and
the dinner. The agenda will be a short business meeting
and annual election of officers. The slate of officers is listed
in this issue of The Eddy Line.

Upcoming Events of Interest
October 7 — Lumber River Challenge — Lumberton, NC,
10 miles for Rec Canoe & Kayak, 40-miles for USCA C-1,
C-2 and kayak, William McDuffie wlrmcduffie@
nctconnect.com, 910.948.3238.
October 27-29 — NOC Guest Appreciation Festival —
Nantahala River, Wesser, NC, 828.488.2176, www
.noc.com.
July 15-21, 2007 — Junior Wild Water World Championships — Saluda River, Columbia, SC (Classic Rice), Charlotte White Water Park (Sprint Race), John Pinyerd,
678.357.7843, email jpinyerd@cs.com.

RICHARD C. BELLOWS, P.C.
Attorney at Law
P.O. Box 441
Gainesville, GA 30503
678-617-2546
rickbellows@bellsouth.net
… We'll both benefit.

The Eddy Line

Adobe web site at http://www.adobe.com.
To subscribe to the email version of The Eddy Line,
send a request via snail mail to:
GCA
c/o Ed Schultz, Treasurer
3060 Pharr Court North #315
Atlanta, GA 30305
Or you can email your request to Ed Schultz at heloeddy@
mindspring.com.
Or on your annual renewal form, just check the block
for the Electronic Eddy Line and INCLUDE YOUR EMAIL
ADDRESS so we can send The Eddy Line to you electronically. You can also opt out of the paper version to save the
trees, as well as printing and mailing expense.
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day of paddling instead of a tent? And after the weekend,
you do not have to pack up a wet tent (should it rain) and
dry it out at home. Besides, there are so many other things
to do at HC, that sleeping will probably be far down on the
list.
HC offers a variety of outdoor activities at discounted
prices for us if we choose to take advantage. One is rafting
the Ocoee River middle section for $25.00/per person! The
rivers that time of year can be low and I understand that
the Hiwassee runs on Saturdays during October and on
Sundays the releases are unreliable. If this is the case,
rafting and the other activities will be great back-up plans
on Sunday for those like myself that are just not ready for
a suicide attempt on the big "O" in our own boats just yet!
(Although, the big "O" might be proven easier to accomplish than paintball or the high ropes at HC!!) There are
also miles of mountain biking trails, so bring your bikes. It
is also a great alternative on Saturday for spouses, friends,
etc., who do not paddle themselves but would like to
attend.
If you would like to raft the Ocoee that weekend, you
are responsible for your own reservations. Rafting will be
through NOC for $25 per person, per day, Sat. 10/14 and
Sun. 10/15 for the10:00 am trip or 2:00 pm trip. Jennifer
Bingham will be taking the GCA's reservations. She can
be reached at 800.232.7238 ext. 215. (Leigh Boike is her
back up at ext. 210.) You'll need to talk to these two ladies
to get the $25 raft price.
Saturday night's dinner menu will be a buffet of
lasagna, manicotti, and chicken cordon bleu, with all sorts
of side dishes and dessert. Chef Andrew and crew will take
good care of us. They also will provide for the vegetarians
in the club, just indicate that on the order form please.
I've had lunch at HC and it was fabulous!!
Breakfast will be buffet style for Sat. and Sun.
mornings.
I have invited Mark Singleton, executive director of
AW to join us again and to bring his slide show this time.
Mark was a major highlight at our Spring Extravaganza in
April.
Well, there will be much more info to come. Please
check out HC's website, there's so much info about the
resort. Keep in mind prices are subject to change. If there
are any questions or concerns, my e-mail is
baloata@bellsouth.net or you can call Jeff Owen from
Horn's Creek at 800.864.2856.
Keep the 2nd weekend of October open and plan on
joining your fellow GCAers at Horn's Creek Resort for
something a little different.
Thanks,
Denise Keller, GCA Recreation Chairwoman

Nominees for 2006-2007 Officers
Announced
The following slate of officers for 2006-2007 has been
nominated by the Nominating Committee and approved
by the Board of Directors. They will be voted on by the
membership at the Fall Meeting which will take place in
conjunction with the Fall Gala at Horn's Creek on October
14.
President
Vincent Payne
Vice President
Tom Bishop
Secretary
Jamie Higgins
Treasurer
Ed Schultz
Other nominations will be accepted at the meeting.
Nominees must agree to serve if nominated and elected.
Give these people a hearty "Thanks!" for volunteering their time and effort to the day-to-day operation of your
club!

Fall Gala Canoeing Affair 2006
This year's Gala will be held October 13th, 14th and
15th at Horn's Creek Resort in Ocoee, TN. Check out their
webpage at www. hornscreek. com
For this event, we are going to try something a little
different from years past. I have been working with Horn's
Creek and they have the entire bunkhouse complex reserved exclusively for the GCA! For $45.00/per person
we'll get 2 nights stay in a bunkhouse (no rain or cold
weather to contend with), bonfires both Friday & Saturday
evenings and the use of one of the pavilions.
The bunkhouses are dormitory style, clean, air conditioned and heated. Bring your own bed linens and
towels. The floor plans vary and some bunkhouses are
bigger than others. Please check out the floor plans at the
web site.
While Horn's Creek is not a campground, they are
willing to cut a field for car/tent camping for $5.00 a night
per person. There are no hookups and they cannot accommodate trailers or RVs. HC may have to charge a fee if
there are more campers for the use of bunkhouse units for
bathroom facilities as there is no bathhouse. If you choose
to camp, and want your meals through the GCA, it'll be
$5.00 per breakfast and $12.00 for the Sat. night dinner.
However, keep in mind that for just $13.00 more, you can
sleep indoors!
While I realize that the idea of a bunkhouse may not
appeal to some, I encourage everyone to give it a try. You
can always buddy up with some friends and stay together.
The weather in October can be unpredictable and cold.
Wouldn't it be nice to have a warm bed to crash in after a
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Summer Roll Practice
Joint AWC / GCA Summer Roll Practice will be held
at Stone Mountain Lake this year beginning in May and
running through the
end of daylight savings time in October.
Sessions are scheduled for Wednesdays
at 6:00 (or earlier).
Admission is free
once you enter the
park (a season pass
is highly recommended if you plan to attend multiple
sessions).
To get there, enter the park from the Stone Mountain
Freeway (East Entrance) and take the first left. Continue
about a mile until the road crosses the dam and take the
first right into the parking lot. The boat ramp is on the
right.
Use the area around the ramp to load and unload
boats only. There is a fair amount of power boat traffic
putting in and taking out at the ramp. Once in the water,
try to stay clear of the ramp for the same reason.
Note: Park regulations do not allow "swimming" at
this location, so if you are in the water spotting for
someone, an explanation to the park officials may be in
order. So far no one has been cited for a violation there.
Volunteers are needed to help with kayak, canoe and
C-1 rolling. Your help is appreciated!

GCA Trip Sign-up Guidelines
Some considerations to be made when signing up for
GCA trips and activities:
Be considerate of our trip coordinators (TCs). Avoid
calling late at night, or at the last minute, to sign up for a
club trip. Many of the more popular trips fill up very
quickly. Calling early in the week, or even earlier, helps
to ensure you get a spot on the trip and helps the TC to
make plans. We do not have an easy time getting people
to coordinate trips, and these little annoyances help to
discourage the few we get from repeating their favor.
Please do not attempt to sign up for a trip via email.
Many potential trip participants may not be aware that
participation in club trips is not guaranteed. Two major
reasons for this are that trip sizes may be limited because
of many factors, and there is a de facto screening process
that takes place when someone calls to sign up for a club
trip. Boaters are allowed to participate in a club trip solely
at the discretion of the trip coordinator.
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Let me help you find that perfect cabin in the northeast
Georgia mountains/western North Carolina area - one that you
can call your own and close to your favorite paddling spot!
Candace Lee
Georgia Carolina Premier Properties, Inc.
403 N. Main Street, Hiawassee, GA 30546
(706) 897-3637; candace@georgiacarolinarealty.com

Trip size limitations may take place due to river
conditions, river characteristics, safety considerations,
governmental agency regulations, permit systems, parking availability at put-ins & take-outs, or trip coordinator
preference (not wanting to deal with the logistics of a 40
person trip). Again, we don't want to do anything to
discourage these TCs from repeating their favor, so try to
cooperate with these limitations.
For the same reasons, avoid just showing up for a club
trip without signing up with the trip coordinator. Calling
and leaving a voice mail message or sending an email does
not constitute signing up. TCs often do not get last minute
messages or emails before leaving for their trips. And if
the trip is already maxed out, you may get to the river and
not be able to go on the trip.
The screening process for potential trip participants
is a tool to help avoid putting TCs and other trip participants, and indeed the callers themselves, in the awkward
and often unsafe position of dealing with trip participants
who may unnecessarily get into trouble on a club trip.
Other than because of trips being full, TCs may decline to
have a caller participate in a trip and gently suggest that
perhaps she/he should consider not participating, or signing up for a trip of a lower difficulty level, if they suspect
that the caller may not have the necessary skills, experience, proper type of boat or outfitting, adequate paddling
or rescue equipment, proper protective clothing, or any
number of other things that may affect the caller's ability
to participate in the trip without placing him- or herself in
an unsafe position. This avoids affecting the quality of the
trip experience for the TC and the other participants, as
well as not jeopardizing the safety of the screenee.
As a potential trip participant, if you find yourself
"screened out" of a trip, try to ascertain why, so you can
work toward remedying the conditions that cast doubts on
your ability to participate safely. Ask for suggestions that
may help you prepare for future trips of a particular
difficulty level.
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that section of the river. We will most likely get a response
tomorrow. AW/GCA will most likely have until 24 July to
reply to their response.
* A group called the "Friends of the Upper Chattooga" has
coalesced in opposition to our complaint. This group
includes the Chattooga Conservancy (Buzz Williams), GA
Forest Watch, local TU chapters in GA and SC, Butch
Clay, and landowners in Whiteside's Cove. The "Friends
of the Upper Chattooga" will file an amicus brief. Don
asked if GCA was a member of the Chattooga Conservancy. Ed stated that GCA is a member of the Chattooga
Conservancy.
* On July 27th in Highlands, NC, there will be a public
meeting on the capacity assessment.
Recreation Chair: William Gatling for Denise Keller
* William for Denise discussed the Fall Gala (Oct 13-15).
Denise is working on a flyer for The Eddy Line. We will
have dinner Sat. night and breakfast Sat. and Sun. GCA
will collect the money and then pay Horns Creek.
Training Chair: Gina Johnson
One day Ducky Day was postponed until July 29th during
the Tuck Tune-up trip.
Member Services Chair: Gabriella Schlidt
* Directory is being worked. Gaby will ask Alabama canoe
club if GCA can be put on their web site.
Resource Development Chair: William Gatling
* William has given 2000 GCA business cards to Endless
Rivers, ACE, Outside World, REI and several other outfitters and paddling stores.
* Paddle Georgia is a good way to recruit new members.
We need to try to tap into Paddle Georgia.
Georgia Canoe Trails Chair: Vincent for Rick Bellows
* Becky Champion recently cancelled the NPS meeting.
The committee needs to meet again.
Georgia Water Resources Council Committee:
* No news.
Miscellaneous Business:
* Celebrate Etowah: Todd and Vincent offered to volunteer in looking at doing a fundraiser and recruit new
members.
* Steve discussed the web site that Matthew Crawford is
developing. GCA members could contribute material and
it could be more interactive.

As a trip coordinator, try to be honest but tactful
when screening potential participants for your trips.
Paddlers' egos bruise very easily — we are mostly a proud
and independent lot. If it comes down to it, though, a
bruised ego is better than a lost or broken boat, a severe
injury, or worse. And no one wants their ego to cause
problems for an entire group.
One thing that should NEVER be done — Don't sign
up for a trip and then invite / allow other people to come
with you on the trip. The correct protocol is to have the
other people individually contact the trip coordinator
directly to sign up for the trip. Again, we want to be
considerate of the TCs so they will continue to coordinate
trips, and "surprises" are not a good way to do this.
Lastly, please try to be on time at the designated
meeting place. The club has a 15 minute rule regarding
waiting for late-comers for any club event, so if you show
up late and miss the group, PLEASE don't get huffy with
the trip coordinator.
Your cooperation and understanding in adhering to
these guidelines are very much appreciated.

From the Board Room
GCA Executive Committee Meeting Minutes
July 6, 2006
In Attendance:
William Gatling
Jamie Higgins
Gina Johnson
Todd McGinnis
Vincent Payne
Steve Reach
Gabriella Schlidt
Ed Schultz
Previous Minutes:
There was a correction regarding the price of the phone
line. After making this change, the previous meeting
minutes were read and approved unanimously.
Treasurers Report: Ed Schultz
Ed recapped the Treasurers Report
* A net increase in revenue.
* Substantial funds went to various grants to various
organizations (TNC, AW etc)
* 19 total trial memberships were received.
* Directory was mailed in June.
River Protection Chair: Don Kinser
Chattooga Access
* US Attorney filed a motion to dismiss. Tomorrow is the
deadline to submit a motion to dismiss. They were having
a hard time finding the administrative records closing
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Kelly's GCA Flat Water Trips
by Kelly Harbac
I would like to try some flat water trips with the GCA.
I'm not sure how exciting it will be just paddling around a
lake but I'm willing to give it a go. These trips are listed
in the Trip List. Contact Kelly Harbac at 678.625.0808.
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Trip one — Hard Labor Creek State Park, Rutledge
GA — 275 acre lake. When — October 28, 2006. Direction
— I-20 east exit 105 go though Rutledge, you will see a sign
for boat ramp and beach, turn right and than turn left to
boat ramp. Meeting Place — Boat Ramp at 11:00 a.m.
Fees — State Park parking fee $3. Boat Rental — Canoe
and Fishing Boat Rental.
Trip two — High Falls State Park, Jackson GA —
650 acre lake. When — November 18, 2006. Direction —
I-75 south exit 198, turn left, park entrance on left (1.8
miles). Meeting Place — Park Office at 10:00 a.m. Fees —
State Park parking fee $3. Boat Rental — Canoe and

Fishing Boat Rental.
Trip three — Lake Varner, Covington GA — 850
acre lake. When — December 16, 2006. Direction — I-20
east exit 92. Take a left and go down about 3.5 miles and
you'll see the entrance on your left. Meeting Place — Boat
Ramp parking lot at 10:00 a.m. Fees — Free for Newton
and Walton County residents, all others $5 parking and $5
launch fee for non-residents. I'm not sure if kayaks/canoes
have to pay for the launch fee. No Boat Rental.
All of these trips are a flat water paddle. Please
remember even in flat water a swim can happen, so please
be prepared for a cold water swim.

A Chattooga /
Tuckaseigee Freeway?
by Rick Bellows
If you've ever been on or around
the Tuckaseigee River in western North
Carolina, you may be familiar with
North Carolina Highway 107. It parallels the river for most of its way from the
headwaters just over the ridge from the
source of the Chattooga along miles of
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class I water to Sylva, just upriver of
the primary white water sections beginning at Dillsboro. At its south end,
Highway 107 Ts into South Carolina
Highway 28 just south of the intersection of Highway 28 and Chattooga Ridge
Road, the main shuttling road for paddling the Chattooga.
Like Highway 28, Highway 107 is
a narrow, twisting, two-lane road —
sometimes a bit like driving along the
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back of a giant moving snake — that includes wonderful
river views, some incredible scenic overlooks looking east,
sections of deep forest and sections of small farms and
homes that predate the Chattooga's "wild and scenic"
designation. Highway 107 is also the main route to the
white water sections of the East and West Forks that form
the Tuck, forks that will be more available to paddlers in
the future thanks to a recent settlement involving Duke
Power and many, many stakeholders and government
agencies.
So try to imagine Highway 107 and part of Highway
28 becoming a freeway, a full-blown interstate highway.
Try to imagine what that would do to the entire area, both
the Tuckaseigee basin and the Chattooga's "wild and
scenic" corridor.
Unfortunately, just such a freeway may already be in
the process of becoming a reality. U.S. Congressman
Charlie Norwood, Republican from Augusta, strongly supports construction of a freeway connecting Savannah and
Knoxville, Tennessee. The idea was originally proposed by
a Congressman from Savannah who was since defeated for
re-election. The bulk of any such freeway would run
through Congressman Norwood's district, which includes
the northeastern corner of Georgia. The freeway is tentatively identified as Interstate 3.
An organization called the Stop I-3 Coalition is attempting to rally opposition to the proposed freeway. In
mid-August, the organization published on its web site
several maps of possible routes of the proposed freeway
through the southern Appalachians (basically from
Hartwell, Georgia, to the Knoxville area) and the potential
environmental impacts of those routes. It is not clear from
the web site whether the possible routes were determined
by government agencies, by Congressman Norwood's office, by the coalition itself or whomever. The maps are at
www.stopi3.org/maps/index.htms.
The maps do not include proposed routes between
Savannah and Augusta or from Augusta to the Hartwell
area. I don't know the area well, so I don't know what, if
any, rivers in the area are of interest to paddlers. I have,
however, traveled many times on the back roads (Ga. 17 or
21, US 301, Ga. 24 and US 25) from Savannah to Augusta
and traffic has always been light except for in the areas in
Savannah/Chatham County and in or very near August/
Richmond County.
One possible reason the road is being proposed, at
least according to the Stop I-3 Coalition web site, is to
create a handy highway for the transportation of nuclear
waste from the nuclear research facility at Oak Ridge,
Tennessee to the waste storage facility on the grounds of
the Savannah River nuclear plant on the South Carolina
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side of the Savannah just below Augusta. I am not aware
of any government confirmation that the road is intended
for that purpose or would be used for that purpose.
North of Hartwell, the proposed route of the new
freeway divides into a spider web of possible routes. (The
routes are shown on Map #46 at the link above.) The
easternmost route would follow current Georgia Highways
17 and 77 from Hartwell, then cross the Savannah and
Interstate 85. It would then follow SC Highway 11 to
Highway 28 near Walhalla, then follow Highway 28 to
Highway 107 and Highway 107, which parallels the
Tuckaseigee, to the Dillsboro/Sylva area.
Many of the alternative routes would also affect
important rivers. One would follow Georgia Highway 17 to
Toccoa, then US 441 to Franklin. That would take it right
next to Tallulah Gorge, as well as over the Tallulah River
at several points, over Stekoa Creek and other tributaries
of the Chattooga and over the start of Big Panther Creek.
It would also, of course, affect small towns like Tallulah
Falls, Clayton and Dillard. (One possible attraction of this
route is that the very expensive job of expanding US 441 to
a four-lane divided highway from Tallulah Falls to Clayton
is already in progress.)
Another possible route would be for the freeway to
follow the current Georgia Highway 17 from Toccoa to
Helen, then Georgia Highway 75 to the Hiawassee. That
route would parallel and/or cross the Chattahoochee near
Helen and would parallel the headwaters of the Hooch
above Helen. It would also cross and/or parallel the
Hiawassee River, which many of us know better by its
North Carolina/Tennessee name, the Hiwassee.
Another possible route would put the freeway along
the current path of US 19 through or near Blairsville. That
could impact the Chestatee, a major tributary of the
Chattahoochee and a major arm of Lake Lanier. It would
also impact the Nottely, a rarely paddled river near
Blairsville that also feeds the Hiwassee after leaving the
state.
The westernmost route would have the freeway go
southwest from the Helen area past Cleveland to near
Dahlonega, then west along Ga. 52 past Ellijay to US 411,
then north to Tennessee just east of Cleveland (and very
near the Ocoee). That route would cross the Chattahoochee,
the Chestatee, the Etowah, the upper branches of the
Amicalola, the Cartecay, Mountaintown Creek and Talking Rock Creek, to name just those I can think of off the top
of my head.
Once the possible freeway routes leave Georgia, they
would continue to impact some of the rivers we paddle.
North of Georgia, the easternmost route would not only
parallel the Tuckaseigee but also at least cross the Cullasaja.
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Located in Murphy NC we are only minutes from the Ocoee and Nantahala rivers. We offer a wide range of properties including cabins, homes, lots, and large
tracts of land. Whether you are looking for a second home, investment property,
or to relocate, give me a call and together we'll find your mountain getaway.

Call Brad Waggoner
Associate Broker

McNabb Properties
www.mcnabbproperties.com
3000 Highway 64 West, Murphy NC 28906
828-837-6611 or 828-361-1038 email bwaggoner@webworkz.com
A route from Murphy, NC to Andrews to Topton would
cross the Nantahala: from there, one possibility would be
along Highway 129 and the Cheoah.
Another route would have the freeway go west from
Murphy, NC to Ducktown, TN, then follow Tennessee
Highway 68 (the one paddlers take from Copperhill to
Ducktown before turning on 64/74 to the Ocoee or the
Hiwassee) to US 411 at Madisonville. That route would
cross or be very near the Ocoee and would also impact the
Hiwassee and the Tellico.
Whatever route a freeway would take from the
Hartwell area to the Knoxville area, it would have to
impact rivers important to the paddling community in
Georgia. While some of us may feel Interstate 3 would be
the economic boon Congressman Norwood claims, many —
including me — are not anxious to see it cut a swath
through the mountains and bring more traffic — especially
nuclear traffic — around the rivers and creeks.
For those opposed to the freeway, one possibility
would be to visit the Stop I-3 Coalition web site (www
.stopi3.org) for ideas as to what can be done. Another is to
contact political leaders whose opinions might impact
where the highway goes or if it is built at all: Senator
Isakson, Senator Chambliss, Congressman Nathan Deal
(whose district might be affected), Governor Perdue. Since
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many GCA members are part of the environmental community in one way or another, perhaps we could use those
contacts to convince the EPA, the EPD or both to oppose
the highway.
This also seems like an issue where we might want to
contact other river users — especially the anglers, who are
many and politically connected — so they can also be
heard. Maybe GCA can even lobby against the freeway.
Whatever can be done, individually or as an organization, I hope we'll do it. The idea of a freeway along the
Tuckaseigee and so near the Chattooga is one I don't want
to see become reality.

Join October 21 Cleanup of
Etowah and Chestatee Rivers
in Lumpkin County
by Elvin Hilyer
The first ever cleanup on one day of all publicly
accessible canoe-able rivers in Lumpkin County will be
held on October 21 as part of the Rivers Alive annual
cleanup program. The Georgia Canoeing Association is
joining with Lumpkin Coalition to accomplish this task.
Two canoe-able rivers have their headwaters in
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Lumpkin County — the Etowah and the Chestatee. Both
rivers have some beautiful and interesting sections. GCA
will coordinate several sections; watch teh email list.
Whether the trips are "go" will not depend on water level
since cleanup is a major purpose in addition to the pleasure
of paddling.
Consider helping make this a successful effort. All
participants will be given a Rivers Alive T-shirt and invited
to an end of cleanup/paddle grill-meal at Chuck Shoals on
the Etowah River (the home of Nancy and Elvin Hilyer).

Lumpkin Coalition is trying to organize "land teams"
to clean up all the public access sites for both rivers, so
hopefully those paddling will need to deal with "on-river
trash" only.
To obtain additional information, call the trip coordinator or Elvin Hilyer (706.864.9003 or cell: 706.429.6011).
Lumpkin Coalition is a 501c3 organization recently
formed to address issues that affect quality of life and the
economy in Lumpkin County. A major focus is on water
quality and monitoring and keeping the rivers clean.
Maxwell, Bret Bosher, Milt Aitken, Mark Prosser, Kevin
Pickens and perhaps others) ran Section 4 of the Chattooga
at low water (0.66 at the Highway 76 bridge; 0.98 on the
USGS gage). In addition to presumably enjoying the trip,
they also conducted a study of the rapids on Section 4 at a
water level lower than most people want to run them.
Rob Maxwell has posted a series of great and informative photos from that study trip, and has also written

Low Water Study of
Section 4
by Rick Bellows
On August 12, a group of experienced paddlers from the Atlanta
Whitewater Club (George Hedrick, Rob

Left Crack has claimed more lives on Section 4 then any other feature on the river. It truly is a killing machine. The first of
its three lethal feature is the "V" shaped foot entrapment at the entrance. Below that you can see water trickling into the deep
crevice where most of Left Crack's victims have ended up. Once thought inescapable, we now know that the crevice has a
deep exit just below the body entrapment. Kevin Pickens discovered the exit while snorkeling in Left Crack on 8/12/06. Below
the crevice is the body entrapment where the rock walls of Left Crack close to within inches of each other.
- Photo by Rob Maxwell.
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excellent and informative summaries of exactly what each
photo shows. The photos of Left Crack, Center Crack and
Allison's Rock are especially informative — and especially
useful since history suggests those are points of danger on
Section 4.
The pictures of Left Crack — where more boaters
have been killed than at any other point on the river — are
especially interesting. Some pictures show and explain the
features that make Left Crack dangerous: the Foot Entrapment, the Deep Crevice and the narrow Body Entrapment. In some of the pictures, the dangers are made even

How We Won Gold and
Other Precious Medals at
the 2006 World
Championships
A Personal, From the Heart, Perspective
by John Pinyerd
USA Canoe/Kayak Wildwater Committee
Chairman
August 24, 2006 — Atlanta, GA. It was incredibly
gratifying to see my teammates David Mason, Maurizio
Tognacci, and David Jones (my coach of 2 decades) win
medals in the Master's classes at the 2006 World Championships. And I will always feel truly blessed to have been
able to win a Gold Medal in C-1 (in the Masters age group
45-54). How did we do it? Read on.
Be in Sync with the Sport (of Wildwater)
"A senseless man has no knowledge, nor does a stupid man
understand this." (Psalm 92).
What are the chances of being successful if you don't
do your homework? In Wildwater, this means you need to
know things like water conditions, how long the races are,
and a good race boat for you.
A common trait of successful people is that they are
totally in sync with what it will take for them to reach their
goals. This is an absolute truth for Wildwater racing
champions. It includes everything including the type of
boat they paddle, the type of training they do, and the
rivers they train on.
For me, the answer was simple for the 2006 Worlds.
I had to train on rivers like the 2006 race course (in this
case the Nantahala), learn how to do my best in a 13minute race (the estimated length of the race course), train
specifically for that length of a race, and master the tippy
Bala C-1.
Be in Sync with Yourself
"Know thyself." - Socrates.
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clearer by showing George Hedrick actually in the Deep
Crevice and the Body Entrapment.
The group was also able to obtain important — and
potentially life-saving — information about the rapids. By
snorkeling Left Crack, for example, Kevin Pickens found
the Deep Crevice has a deep exit to the Body Entrapment.
The pictures show views of these famous rapids that
can't be seen at more runnable water levels. They can be
seen at www.americanwhitewater.org/content/Photo/view.
On the AW web site, the photo numbers are 16092 through
16120.
Knowing yourself means that you are truly
honest with yourself about your strengths and
your weaknesses. It means that you understand
what you want, and how you are going to do your
best to achieve it.
My weaknesses are pretty obvious. Like
most Americans, I'm a little overweight, have to
find the time to train, don't have a perfect place to
train, and need to improve my white water skills.
So I focused on these items. I cut 15 pounds
this year for the Worlds, prioritized my schedule so
I could make time to train without sacrificing my commitments to Dart and my family. I made the best of my
training (with David and Maurizio) on the Metro Hooch,
and made my white water training really count.
I really focused on mastering the tippy Bala C-1
because I knew that this would be the best boat for the 2006
Worlds. It turns out that in the C-1 classes, 70% of the
racers were paddling the Bala. Maurizio also chose a
popular boat for the 2006 Worlds (a high deck Dynamic).
Wildwater is pure joy for folks that love the sport and
accept the challenges that it will take for them to reach
their potential. Yes, I know why I'm absolutely fanatical
about training/racing Wildwater. And I know the other
loves of my life are my wife, my family, my job at Dart, and
Jesus. I am confident in what I want because I know what
makes me tick and what my priorities are.
Prioritize Your Day, Week and Life
"Seize the day." - Unknown.
I often hear folks say things like, "Gee, I can't ever
seem to find the time to do so and so and I really want to
do it". Or, "I would have gone to so and so but I went to my
Aunt Suzy's birthday." You can't just throw everything
into the great cosmic blender in the sky and hope that
things are going to come out to your liking.
The best time managers all have one thing in common. They seize control over their life and their priorities.
They prioritize and organize their day, their calendar and
their life around them.
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If you are going to be successful at Wildwater, you
have to stick to a regular training schedule, go to the
training camps, get coached, and race your best at major
races like Nationals and Team Trials. And at a minimum,
you must keep a calendar of all of the regional races in your
area, the national/international races you want to do, and
rough out a training plan.
Once you prioritize you day, things do fall in place
from a time management standpoint. For example, I'm
writing this article while I'm on a business trip instead of
hanging out at the bar. And unlike most other business
types, I'll "find the time" to get up every morning and do a
workout while I'm on this trip.
Train to Win (when winning counts)
"You must train your body to go fast." - Maurizio Tognacci.
"The most important thing is your TIB (time in boat). David Jones
"Perfect practice makes perfect." - Unknown.
Doug Ritchie has written a couple of excellent articles
on training that are posted on www.usawildwater.com. So
I am not going to re-invent the wheel other than to touch
on a few items.
Attend training camps when you can. Everyone
needs a coach. At a minimum, try to review video of
yourself and compare it to what the best are doing. Even
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veterans like David Jones and I rely on each other for
feedback and coaching.
A nice way to break up the paddling year is to split it
into four (3-month) seasons. The common thread throughout the year is that there is not a "couch potato" season.
Since my last big race for the year was the World Championships, I am in a "General Fitness" mode. This is the time
of year when I paddle less and I let any nagging injuries
heal. It's also when I catch up on my chores, ride my
mountain bike, learn to paddle a different boat, volunteer
to do stuff, and take family vacations. I'll start focusing on
my "Aerobic Base" by mid-September, my "Aerobic Power"
and a little speed work in the winter, and my "Anaerobic
Base" (and a lot of speed work and racing) in the spring.
What I would like to expound on is what we did the
last couple months. We really picked up our speed and
developed our lactic acid systems by going head to head
with 3, 4, 5, 7, and 10-12 minute intervals. But the most
important thing we did was to go head-to-head, with an all
out wide open race pace effort, with 10-12 minute point-topoint intervals 2-3 times per week. Why? Because we had
calculated that the Master's World Course was going to be
that long. Was it intense? You betcha, and some folks even
shunned the opportunity to train with us because it was too
intense and "old school".
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But by creating a race atmosphere and practicing at
this intensity, we learned exactly what it took to turn out
a maximum performance at this length of race. The
obvious result is that by June we were setting Personal
Records (I cut nearly 30 seconds off of my time in a 12minute race). The less obvious is that we had prepared our
minds and bodies to race this length of race.
I personally found that for me, I must warm up very
well so that when I get to the starting block for a 12-minute
race, I am ready to go out very hard. I also found that I have
to be very careful not to pace too much. I must go out very
hard and "get the bear on my back quickly" then back off
slightly, otherwise I loose too much time at the beginning
of the race.
Race Day — Race to Win
"As you practice, so you will race." - Unknown.
"Race in such a way that you will win." - Apostle Paul.
We were careful to taper nicely the last two weeks
before the Worlds, and limited our training once we arrived. Since the river was fairly straightforward for a
veteran racer to learn, I limited my training runs to just
two total (other than my race runs and non-stop).
We were also very careful not to eat raw vegetables
(or salad) and mostly drank bottled water until after the
big race was over. I even found that they have PowerAde
in CZ (you have to love Coke products as they are the same
world-wide) and I drank it just like I normally would 45
minutes prior to any other race.
On race day, I did exactly what I had learned to do
from all of the mock races we had done on the Metro Hooch
and the Nantahala. I did MY usual warm- up (I warmed
up for 20 minutes with the second half being quite hard).
And when I went to the starting block, I was ready.
I had made up my mind that I was not going to fly
back to Atlanta thinking that I could have gone harder,
that I paced too much. So I went out very hard just like I
had learned to do from all of the mock races that we had
done and then backed off a little to avoid going anaerobic
too early. After I cleared the last big rapid 6 minutes into
the race, I started picking it up in the easy sections and
continued to build on this all the way up to 10+ minutes.
The last 3 minutes were very tough because I really pushed
"the extra gear" and went anaerobic.
At the end of the race, I knew that I had done my best
at the 2006 Words and had nothing left to give. When my
teammates yelled out, "You won," I knew my best was
enough. It really sunk in when I was standing in the
scoring area and was congratulated by the other competitors and given the once over by a Frenchman who had a
hard time believing that an American had won Gold.
Stick With It
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In this age of instant credit, instant potatoes, instant
weight loss, and instant millionaires, it's so hard for
Americans to stick with anything. Wildwater is no exception. In my estimation, it takes at least 3-5 years of perfect
training to come anywhere close to reaching your potential. But you can do it.
Combined, David Mason, Maurizio Tognacci, David
Jones and I have racked up over a century of racing
experience. It paid off when we took home the hardware
this year.
Stick with it and good things will happen to you.

Slalom National Championships
August 26, 2006 Charlotte, N.C. Slalom National
Championships began Friday as the first competition ever
held on the brand new US National White Water Center in
Charlotte, N.C. Saturday the event ended with one of the
most thrilling finishes the US has ever seen in white water
slalom. Hundreds of spectators and over sixty athletes
witnessed amazing paddling on the turbulent white water
of the USNWC.
Brett Heyl (Bethesda, Md.) won his second consecutive National Championship in the men's kayak class.
Heyl was thrilled at his result and also happy to be the first
to win in Charlotte. He recently relocated to Charlotte to
train specifically on this slalom course.
"Scotty (Parsons) and I have been neck and neck this
year and it was great to be battling it out here," said Heyl.
"I'm excited to come out on top this weekend at this
beautiful place, my new home course."
Following Heyl in the kayaks was Scott Parsons
(Bethesda, Md.) who actually did have the fastest run of
any paddler in the entire competition Saturday night.
Unfortunately he touched a gate, earning a two second
penalty, which dropped him behind Heyl in the final
standings. Finishing third was the veteran paddler Danny
Stock (Potomac, Md.).
"After yesterday I knew I had to have a great run
today to beat Brett," said Parsons. "But Brett was so good
- he did everything he needed to do to win the race. He was
the best man this weekend."
The Slalom Nationals switched to a new format in
2006. Two runs of competition on Friday set up a single run
Saturday final. Only the top 15 paddlers in each class
advanced to Saturday's competition, where that time plus
the time of Friday's best run were combined to achieve the
final results.
In the men's canoe class, Austin Crane (Marietta,
Ga.) destroyed his competition, finishing a full six seconds
faster than his nearest competitor. It was Crane's first US
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National Championship. Following him in the C-1 class
was Benn Fraker (Peachtree City, Ga.) who also had a good
run on Saturday but incurred three penalties for touching
gates, dropping him far back. In third was Erik Amason
(Alexandria, Va.).
Crane was one of many paddlers pulling double-duty
by competing in more than one class. Also doing so was the
C-2 team of Casey Eichfeld (Drums, Penn.) and Rick
Powell (Parkesburg, Penn.). Eichfeld also paddled in the
C-1 class and Powell in the K-1 class. On Saturday they
became national champions in the C-2 (men's double
canoe) class with an excellent second run that stunned
many in attendance.
"It's nice our result demonstrates the hard work and
training we've put into our racing," said Eichfeld.
Behind them in second was the strong boat of Austin
Crane and Scott McCleskey (Sylva, N.C.), who competed in
Charlotte together for the first time. Crane and "Cluck"
are both veteran canoeists and found it easy to work
together. They finish a mere half-second behind Powell
and Eichfeld — the closest finish of the competition.
Finishing third was Shaun Smith (Chattanooga, Tenn.)
and Ben Kvanli (San Marcos, Texas).
The women's kayak class finished in classic style with
a special run from Zuzana Vanha (Dillsboro, N.C.) that
brought more cheers from the spectators than any other.
Vanha flipped twice on her final run but kept her momentum and line through all of it, losing hardly any time.
"It was a really exciting race and a great weekend,"
said Vanha. "But tomorrow we're going to get to work and
see if we can't use this course to make us great."
Behind Vanha was the free style paddler Kristen
Podolak (D.C. Metro), who was trilled to have finished
with the silver. Finishing third was the young and talented
Paris Robinson (Atlanta, Ga.).
The 2006 US National Championships were a smashing success, thanks in part to a fantastic new white water
course. Over the next decades it should host many more
competitions of national and international caliber, drawing out even more fans and more excited athletes to

compete on amazing water.
Full results are available on the USA Canoe/Kayak
web site at http://www.usack.org.
Athlete quotes:
Brett Heyl, on his win — "Scotty (Parsons) and I have been
neck and neck this year and it was great to be battling it
out here. I'm excited to come out on top this weekend at
this beautiful place, my new home course."
Scott Parsons, on finishing second — "After yesterday I
knew I had to have a great run today to beat Brett. But
Brett was so good — he did everything he needed to do to
win the race. He was the best man this weekend."
Casey Eichfeld, on winning the C-2 class — "It's nice our
result demonstrates the hard work and training we've put
into our racing."
Vanha, on her national championship — "It was a really
exciting race and a great weekend. But tomorrow we're
going to get to work and see if we can't use this course to
make us great."
Crane, on winning in the C-1 — "I won Nationals and now
it's time to win the party."
Robinson, on her third place finish — "This race is a good
start to a long career of racing and training on this
wonderful course."
Stock, on his third place finish — "I've been looking
forward to this event for a while and been training hard for
it. It's good to finally be on a demanding white water
course that can really showcase our sport. I'm glad to have
performed well at this inaugural event."
Aaron Mann (Washington, D.C.), after he was incorrectly
informed he had won the bronze with Ryan Bahn (Bethesda,
Md.) in the C-2 class — "Where's the cake? I can't believe
it."
Mann, after being informed that a 50 second penalty was
overturned on the Smith/Kvanli boat making them the
bronze finishers — "I want justice."
Podolak, on her silver medal finish — "It was a great event
and a fantastic opening to the new National White Water
Center."
- From the www.usack.org web site.

River Access

No. Paddlers are requesting access for non-commercial use only. Commercial permits for use of public lands
and waters are an entirely different matter. More importantly, the upper Chattooga will not support commercial
use due to its flashy hydrology, stream size, and difficulty.
Commercial outfitters have openly stated that they have
no interest in rafting on these sections. There are thousands of white water streams on USFS lands, all of which
are open to boating except the Chattooga, but commercial
boating occurs on only a small fraction of those streams,

Frequently Asked Questions
Regarding the Chattooga
Headwaters
Submitted by Don Kinser
Will opening the upper Chattooga to paddling allow
commercial use?
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when permission is granted.
Will opening the upper Chattooga to paddling allow
tubers to navigate the Chattooga?
Not necessarily. Paddlers are requesting access for
white water boating, which requires specific craft designed
for the activity. Paddlers have never requested that craft
not designed for white water be allowed on the Chattooga.
Furthermore, the reaches are likely not desirable for
floating in tubes.
Why are paddlers requesting "unlimited use" of the
upper Chattooga?
Paddlers are requesting equal access and treatment.
Currently hikers, anglers, swimmers, campers, and other
wilderness compliant uses are all "unlimited." We are also
requesting standard management for similar streams. We
agree with the Chief of the USFS that currently there is no
basis for limiting uses in this area. The default policy for
the USFS is to allow unlimited Wilderness compliant uses
unless data suggests that use should be limited (at which
time it must be limited equitably). No such data exists on
the Chattooga. Paddlers support use limits on many other
rivers where data suggests limits are necessary, and limits
are equitable and reasonable. Likewise, upon completion
of the user capacity analysis, if it is sound, paddlers will
support use limitations on the Chattooga if the data
indicates limitations are needed to protect the river corridor and limits are equitably imposed.
Can "unlimited use" be expected to have ecological
impacts on the Chattooga?
No. Unlimited use by noncommercial paddlers is
occurring on almost every floatable river in the entire
USFS system — and on every river in the region. Paddling
is a very low impact activity, and the small amount of use
the upper Chattooga is expected to receive will have
negligible impacts. There are no other similar headwater
streams in the region with any limits on use by noncommercial boating because use numbers are low enough
to have negligible impacts. There is no reason to expect the
Chattooga will be any different.
Will paddling the upper Chattooga violate private
property rights?
No. There is one portion of the upper Chattooga
under private ownership and it is in North Carolina. The
river is navigable under NC law since it is capable of being
paddled in a kayak and thus paddlers have the right to
navigate the river. More importantly though, the USFS
has every right (and an obligation) under the Wild and
Scenic Rivers Act to negotiate or impose a recreational
easement along the river to allow the public to enjoy
floating, scouting, portaging, angling, and even hiking in
the Wild and Scenic corridor. That they have not yet done
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so is a significant failure on the part of the US Forest
Service.
Is it true that the upper Chattooga is the only river in
the entire Forest Service system that is banned to boating?
Yes.
Do kayaks, canoes and rafts belong in Wilderness
areas?
Yes. The Wilderness Act explicitly states that nonmotorized boats are wilderness compliant uses. The
Wilderness Act is clear that Wilderness areas are to be
managed to allow and encourage backcountry recreation
on foot, in boats, and on horseback. As Aldo Leopold wrote
in "Wilderness" from A Sand County Almanac in 1949,
"Wilderness Areas are first of all a series of sanctuaries for
the primitive arts of wilderness travel, especially canoeing
and packing." The right to paddle down Wilderness rivers
is at the very core of the Wilderness Act and the concept of
Wilderness.
Plastic and rubber boats are modern inventions, are
they primitive enough to be used in Wilderness?
Yes, the Wilderness Act does not prevent use of
modern non-mechanized recreational equipment in Wilderness areas. Modern synthetic boats, paddles, boots,
fishing poles, fishing line, clothing, backpacks, guns, bullets, saddles, tents, and other recreational equipment are
used in designated Wilderness Areas across the country.
Do kayaks, canoes and rafts belong on Wild and
Scenic Rivers like the Chattooga?
Absolutely. The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act specifically requires agencies to protect and enhance recreational
uses recognized as valuable during the designation process. Paddling was formally recognized by congress as a
public value associated with the upper Chattooga. The
USFS, in recommending the river for designation, claimed
boating was the best way to view the river, and proposed
boat launch sites at all bridges over the upper Chattooga,
and specific portage trails around major rapids.
Why did paddlers sue the US Forest Service while a
user capacity analysis is being carried out to determine
future management of the river, rather than wait for its
completion?
The boating ban is illegal and wholly unjustified, and
paddlers should therefore not have to wait for another 35 years for it to be lifted. Paddlers urged the Forest Service
to allow all users equal access during the user capacity
analysis, which was a possible outcome of the Chief's
decision on the AW appeal. Paddlers waited to file their
suit until the USFS announced that they would continue to
discriminate against paddlers throughout the study period. Maintaining the ban undercuts the validity of the
study and all chances for sound future management.
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Litigation was the paddlers' last resort. The lawsuit is
needed to remedy a current illegal situation, and form the
basis for a fair user capacity analysis and future management.
Isn't the USFS allowing the public to float the river
during the capacity analysis?
No, they are only allowing 5-10 paddlers to run the
river 1-3 times. Meanwhile the public is forbidden to float
the river throughout the study, the NEPA analysis, and
any appeals of the decision — a timeframe that could
stretch for many years into the future. Allowing 5-10
people to float the river in a 2-5 year period in no way is
analogous to lifting the boating ban. The ban remains in
place.
Shouldn't there be some place for people to go and not
see boaters?
There are many places one can go and not see boaters,
since boaters are rarely present on any headwater streams.
The small percentage of headwater streams which are
desirable for boaters are only floatable occasionally, after
strong rains. On those few days, paddlers may or may not
actually choose to paddle a specific river, and even then
will only pass an area once for a brief period of the day. In
short, backcountry enthusiasts have ample opportunities
to experience headwater streams without paddlers present:
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on streams not preferred by paddlers, on all streams at
flows too low and too high for paddling, and on all streams
when paddlers are simply not present.
Is the boating ban illegal?
Yes, the US Forest Service is breaking the law. The
office of the Chief of the USFS determined that the ban was
totally unjustified and thus violated the Wilderness Act
and the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act. We agree. The Chief's
office then decided to allow the illegal ban to be continued
for 2-5 years. This decision to allow an admittedly illegal
action to continue is what paddlers are challenging in court
because it is arbitrary and capricious. The greater legal
issues remain: primarily that the USFS has been breaking
the law for thirty years by banning a use they are mandated to protect and enhance under both the Wild and
Scenic Rivers Act and the Wilderness Act.
Is the river currently "zoned" so that boaters have two
thirds of the river and other users have one third?
Absolutely not. Anglers, hikers, swimmers, and
other backcountry users can access and enjoy the entire
Wild and Scenic Chattooga River. Only boaters are restricted. An unjustified ban on boating is not zoning — it
is illegal and discriminatory management.
Has the boating ban worked for the past 30 years?
No. The illegal ban has denied a generation of
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Americans their right to enjoy and experience floating the
Wild and Scenic upper Chattooga River, including the
section flowing through a designated Wilderness Area set
aside for uses like paddling. The ban has fractured the
recreational and environmental community, and diverted
massive resources away from environmental initiatives on
the Chattooga. The ban has accomplished nothing but
negative things. It has not worked and is not working
today. It is a management anomaly and a management
embarrassment.
Will the paddlers lawsuit short-circuit the User Capacity Analysis?
No, it will strengthen it. Only with all appropriate
uses present and with the same levels of restrictions can a
capacity analysis fulfill the functions expected of the
analysis. An illegal baseline for the analysis can only lead
to future successful challenges to the USFS record. The
analysis should have a legal, natural, and appropriate
baseline — one that includes all user groups present at the
time of Wild and Scenic designation.
Did paddlers request the user capacity analysis?
No. Paddlers appealed the illegal boating ban, and on
appeal the Chief of the USFS's office discovered that the
Sumter National Forest had never conducted a user capacity analysis, which is a standard management tool on Wild
and Scenic Rivers. The Chief asked that a user capacity
analysis be carried out so that responsible management
could begin on the Chattooga. While paddlers did not
request a user capacity analysis, we are glad that our
efforts will bring more responsible management to the
Chattooga River.
Will paddling pose a threat to swimmers?
No. Swimming and paddling are both allowed on
every other river in the region without incident (including
at designated swimming areas like "sliding rock" on Looking Glass Creek). Specific concerns regarding "sliding
rock" on the Chattooga are especially moot because it is
upstream of the uppermost access area. Paddlers also
prefer flows that make safe swimming near the base of
drops impossible and therefore undesirable. There is
simply no threat.
One needs look no further than Bull Sluice on the
Chattooga River to understand that boaters and swimmers can coexist without incident. Never has there been a
swimmer injured by a paddler at Bull Sluice and no such
threat exists on the upper river either.

A perfect summer day is when the sun is shining,
the birds are singing, the rivers are up and the lawn
mower is broken.
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GCA Letter to Chattooga
Conservancy
The following letter was sent to the Chattooga Conservancy
Board of Directors in response to that organization's recent
attacks on American Whitewater's efforts to gain fair and
equal access to the Chattooga Headwaters for paddlers.
AW has filed a legal challenge to the foot-dragging of the
USFS in complying with the law and restoring equal
access to the area by paddlers.
- Editor
Chattooga Conservancy Board of Directors,
As a member of the Chattooga Conservancy (Conservancy) we are troubled at the misinformation and wasting
of Conservancy resources regarding the coordination of
opposition to the effort by various individuals and organizations, GCA being among them, to restore legal access to
the Headwaters of the Chattooga. The Chattooga faces
much greater threats than fellow conservationists enjoying the beauty and sense of place of the Headwaters on the
relatively few days a year that conditions are suitable for
boating.
Issues presented in recent Conservancy Watershed
Updates are addressed on an item by item basis.
The Chattooga Conservancy believes the key issue in the
current debate about opening the Chattooga River to
boating above the Highway 28 bridge is protecting the
outstandingly remarkable resource's values of the area,
both social and environmental.
For example, the headwaters area of the Chattooga is the
only place left in the region outside of the Great Smokey
Mountains National Park to have a wilderness experience.
Opening up the headwaters to unlimited access right now,
before the study has been completed to determine how to
protect the headwater area's "outstanding remarkable
resources," would be irresponsible. The American
Whitewater Association (AWA) has stated that they are
demanding immediate access to boating the headwaters
without limitations because the Forest Service's study
process to determine how to protect the "outstandingly
remarkable resource" values of the area is taking too long,
and AWA has recently filed a complaint in federal court to
this effect. We believe this is an unreasonable demand and
we want to see the Forest Service's analysis continued as
scheduled.
The Great Smoky Mountain National Park (GSMNP)
is an excellent example of boaters coexisting with other
users and the natural separation of times of use. Boaters
frequent the West Prong, Big Creek above Walnut Bottoms, and the Ravens Fork during times of high water.
This use has been ongoing for years without noticeable
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conflict with other users. Any interference between user
groups in the GSMNP is much less than the standard of the
Wild and Scenic Rivers Act (WSRA) that the activity shall
not "substantially interfere" with the outstanding remarkable values. Since boating was an outstanding remarkable
value (ORV) that helped the Chattooga obtain Wild and
Scenic Status, the ban of boating is not consistent with the
intent of Congress in designating the Chattooga. The AW
appeal is not about the timeline of the Forest Service
Capacity Analysis, it is about overturning a regulation by
the Federal Government that is without basis. Removing
the boating ban during the Capacity Analysis would not
endanger the Chattooga. If regulations are found necessary for all user groups (boaters, hikers, and fishermen)
then in a year when the analysis is complete the restrictions can be applied equally to all users. The boating use
that may occur during the study will not cause significant
or irreparable harm any more than continued hiking and
fishing access is causing harm to the river corridor.
We realize that this is a sensitive issue and accept that this
is a difficult position to take. However, as a conservation
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organization we have an obligation to protect the Chattooga
River Watershed first, despite our own personal wants and
activities. In this case, that is exactly what we have done.
The position of the Conservancy is inconsistent with
itself. We do not see calls of the Conservancy to voluntarily
restrict hiking and fishing access to protect the resource.
Boating is a naturally self restricting activity since the
river only has sufficient water to paddle a maximum of 90
days a year. Where are the hikers and fishermen that
would agree to such limited access? Boaters are a conservation minded group of people and to quote your Director:
Williams shudders. "Only through access, he says,
can people learn about the river's beauty, and its fragility."
"If [Thurmond's] going to restrict access to a place
Congress has set aside for you to go and enjoy," he said,
"he's taking away a fundamental right this country was
built on."
Or
Comments like that delight Williams, who says, "If
we don't get people out in the woods to see these trails,
we're going to lose them."
We agree wholeheartedly that the naturally limited
access to the Headwaters by boaters will strengthen the
resolve of the people to protect the special character of the
Chattooga.
For as long as the Chattooga has been Wild and Scenic,
there has been concern for potential use conflicts. The 1971
Wild and Scenic Study Report on the Chattooga River
concluded that the river was not "overused," but it cautioned that future demand could reach saturation and
cause a degradation of the Chattooga's wilderness "experience". Consequently, the report recommended development to be guided by preserving a primitive experience as
a priority over demand.
There is no disagreement with this statement. If the
Capacity Analysis shows access should be limited then
whatever restrictions are placed on all user groups will be
supported. The ban as currently in place gives unrestricted access to hikers and fishermen while prohibiting a
form of recreation specifically mentioned in the Wilderness Act as a compatible use.
More recently, our current work on the Stekoa Creek Water
Monitoring Project has been a huge success, and we anticipate even greater strides toward a restored Stekoa Creek in
the near future. Throughout the years, the Chattooga
Conservancy has played an integral role in each of these
matters and maintains that access in these areas is an
important part of a user's ability to see places of wild
beauty. With that said, we simply do not favor increased
use in sensitive areas such as the headwaters.
...
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Obviously, increased use in this area could affect these
species and we believe that a through environmental
assessment should be completed to determine the potential
threats to these and other sensitive species which are found
in this area.
Boating has only minimal contact or impact on the
river shoreline especially if compared to hiking or bushwhacking along the rivers edge while fishing. Without the
efforts of AW no Capacity Analysis would be occurring on
the Headwaters and the uncontrolled trail construction
and riverside impacts would be continuing unstudied and
unrestricted. The Conservancy should be working with
AW to ensure that the Capacity Analysis is completed in an
unbiased manner with no preconceived outcomes. There is
no way the study can be fairly completed if some user
groups are provided unrestricted access and other user
groups are restricted to "trials". The current study formula
is ripe for manipulation by groups opposed to boating (rally
members to hike during the trials to have their "solitude"
interrupted for questionnaires) and will encourage boating
on the designated days regardless of water levels. If
unlimited access is provided during the trials the natural
self regulation of boating times can be accurately studied.
After the Capacity Analysis is complete, any restrictions,
if needed can be created in a legally defensible manner.
Performing a biased study will only prolong the process
with further unnecessary legal actions. AW spent years
attempting to reach a compromise and was met with

consistent refusal to even have a discussion from other
parties.
February 27, 1995
The Saluda River Chapter, Trout Unlimited is opposed to
opening any discussion permitting boating on Sections 0
and 1 of the Chattooga River. As vice chairman of the
South Carolina Council, Trout Unlimited, I am asking the
Council not to open any dialogue with the American
Whitewater Affiliation pertaining to expanding boating
above Highway 28.
(Signed) Don Eng, President, Saluda River Chapter Trout
Unlimited (also former Supervisor SC National Forests
and the person that instituted the ban.)
If the Conservancy was truly concerned about the
welfare of the Chattooga it would be fostering a mutual
arrangement that brought the parties together for the
betterment of the river instead of dividing allies. While
this debate is occurring houses are being built in the
Headwaters on septic tanks that may not meet all "best
practices" (i.e., beyond legal minimum) and the Cashiers
Wastewater plant discharges into the Headwaters (thermal pollution even if treated perfectly). Great ability
resides with all parties to benefit the Chattooga and there
is no reason all parties cannot move forward to an equitable solution.
Sincerely,
Vincent Payne
President, GCA

Letters

appreciate it if you tried your hand at an article or two now
and then.
Thanks for the kudos!
- Editor

Dear Editor,
This issue of The Eddy Line
had some excellent articles by Gary
DeBacher. "Murder One", "Murder
Two", "Towaliga River" and "Little River, Eatonton" were
full of good information. This type of review would make
an excellent regular series for those who do not always
want the white water.
Thanks for an excellent newsletter.
- Bill Frazier
Glad you enjoyed the articles. Gary is a long-time
regular contributor to the newsletter. He was Editor for
about 11 or 12 years. Unfortunately, like many volunteer
folks, he tends to publish in spurts. I would like to have
spread those articles over several issues, but Gary thought
they went together better as a series in a single issue.
There are plenty of members out there who like to hear
about other-than-white water stuff. I'm sure they would
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Upper Ocoee
by Hank Klausman
September 2, 2006.
After probably the driest
summer on record, I was glad
to "coordinate" my annual
Upper Ocoee GCA trip. We
are so lucky to have reliable
water on this world class
section, which includes the
1996 Olympic Slalom
Course.
Most of the group were old time paddling buddies,
including David Asbell, Peter Elkon, Fred Stokes, Ricky
Martin and Betsy Darken, plus two first timers, Tom and
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Suzanne Welander. We had every type of white water craft
with the exception of duckies with 4 kayaks, 2 C-1s and two
open canoes.
It had been raining hard most of the drive up, but
stopped just as we put on. It was still cloudy and cool so we
all wore polypro and paddling tops. Tom and Suzanne
used the first few class 3 rapids to warm up and looked
smooth. Tom had been one of my video stars on the Cheoah
last year. I had been with Suzanne on her first middle
Ocoee trip about two years ago and she is a very experienced paddler. Remember she is the editor of the most
recent edition of The Paddlers Guide to Georgia.
Suzanne was not real sure about boofing Alien Boof,
but did fine. She said she didn't want to mess with the
portage back up to ferry across to run Mikey's and indicated she would just meet us below. I ferried across with
Tom intending to get out on the center rocks and scout
Mikey's. There was some confusion as some folks in
another group took out on right bank to scout from shore
and Tom went there. So all I could do is join Fred in the
eddy right above the ledge and beckon Tom to follow. As
soon as Tom landed in the eddy, Suzanne was right behind
him.
"I decide to try it after all," was all she said. I
explained you need a left angle when going off the ledge to
avoid getting slammed into the undercut rock on right
bank and offered to show them. I then proceeded to land
sideways at bottom and fell over downstream. Forcing
myself not to rush my set up, I hit my first roll and grabbed
the first eddy. David came in next to me laughing and
flipped my visor back down. The roll had left it sticking up
like a Bubba hat.
At Blue Hole rapid I think we ran every possible
route. I love crashing through the holes in my creek boat.
No one flipped running the rapid but Fred rolled over
playing at the bottom wave and came right back up.
Entrance Rapid on the Race Course was run clean by
all and most of us took out to snack and let the Welanders
look at the upper course. We didn't realize that Peter and
Ricky had stayed in their boats to try the elevator move at
Entrance Rapid. Peter didn't have enough speed and
flipped. Not sure how many rolls he missed before having
to punch.
We heard a whistle blow and looked into the river.
We saw an upside down kayak and a swimmer with his

PFD up around his ears. I looked at David, "Is that Peter?"
David picked up his throw rope, but we were so far away
all we could do is run down the path watching. Fortunately, a Good Samaritan kayaker helped Peter to the left
side while Ricky chased his boat all the way below Slam
Dunk rapid before he got it into the eddy.
Peter looked pretty wobbly walking to his boat. The
rest of us paddled down to Peter and Ricky to regroup. We
met up with David Ashley who is still recovering from his
Cheoah accident and had agreed to be our official
videographer. From this point on I can prove every thing
I tell you with some wonderful videos and commentary by
David.
The next section was the approach to Humongous,
the keeper hole, and you have to either run through
Callahan's Hole or ferry across missing rocks and holes to
a recirculating eddy above Humongous. Peter did a
practice roll in the eddy and said he was ready. He peeled
out, got off line and ran right into Callahan's Hole which
immediately flipped him. But he rolled right back up.
I decided I needed to get to a spot below Humongous
where I could see the others run and be in a good position
for safety. I ferried to go left of Camera Mount Rock which
is middle of river and at left end of Humongous Hole. Then
cut harder to catch the very first left eddy below the drop.
From here I could watch everyone both approach and run
Humongous. Everyone came through clean, with Suzanne
even smiling.
I collected the group on river right below the bridge to
explain to Tom and Suzanne about Trash Can coming up.
After trying to describe the routes and the holes to avoid,
Suzanne and Tom said they would just follow me and
David. We took the hero path where you cut left after the
offset holes at top and catch the left bank. Suzanne was
right behind us, but Tom got snared in one of the holes and
had to first eddy right. He ferried across to join us.
The next move was to go from left to right diagonally
first just below one hole in the middle, then sneak between
a ledge coming from right bank and the huge hole in center
at bottom. Tom got off course and it put him right into the
big wave/hole at middle. He was promptly flipped as it
always does regardless of type craft (I've been there). Tom
rolled up, we cheered and the sun came out to congratulate
us.
Great day, great trip, great group!
Gauley Festival
The annual Gauley Festival — the largest gathering
of paddlers in the US — is held September 22-24 in
Summersville, WV. Specific information is on the AW web
site at www.americanwhitewater.org/content/Article/view/

What News from Cullowhee
by Rick Bellows
A summary of American Whitewater activities and issues
of interest to paddlers in Georgia and the Southeast
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articleid/10152/display/full/.
If you go to Gauley Fest or get any other chance to
paddle the class IV+/V Gauley — especially if it's your first
time — you have some homework to do. Lee Belknap, a
longtime Gauley paddler and former Safety Chair of AW,
has a pretty detailed summary of the rapids and how they
can be run posted on the AW web site. It can be found at
www.americanwhitewater.org/content/Article/view/
articleid/10157/display/full/.
Catawba River Settlement
On August 11, American Whitewater joined a group
of 70 organizations, government agencies and individuals
in signing a Settlement Agreement that will shape management of the Catawba River for the next 30-50 years. A
major river in the Carolinas, the Catawba has a 220 mile
long watershed and runs from north of Charlotte, NC, to
southeast of Columbia, SC.
For paddlers, the most important aspect of the Settlement Agreement is that it enhances and restores two white
water segments suitable for a wide variety of paddlers.
Bridgewater Reach, a dam release class II section downstream of Lake James followed by a longer class I section,
will have 85 days per year of scheduled and predicable
releases at desirable flows. It will also have 695 acres of
riparian protected from development, several new river
access areas (including a portage around a dangerous weir)
and funds from Crescent Resources — part of Duke Energy
— for further wildlife habitat conservation activities.
The remnants of Great Falls — actually a series of
class II-III rapids featuring some epic play waves, a
beautiful and protected river corridor, interesting geology
and a lowland ecosystem uncommon to white water rivers

Great Falls in its current dewatered state, as shown in a 2004
photo by AW's Kevin Colburn.
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Great Falls after a significant 2004 rain.
- Photo by Kevin Colburn of AW.
— will flow continuously after being dewatered since 1907.
In addition to the year-round base flow, Great Falls will
have 22 days per year of scheduled boating flows on the
long channel and 28 days on the short channel. The Falls
area will also get a new state park, several other river
access areas and significant land conservation.
The Settlement Agreement will now be forwarded to
the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, which will
take up to two years to evaluate it and the interests of those
not included in the Settlement Agreement. Fifteen of the
85 organizations, agencies and individuals who participated in the lengthy and complex study and negotiations
— 3 years, over 300 meetings, nearly 58,000 hours and
over 2,500 river issues discussed — declined for various
reasons to sign onto the Settlement Agreement. While
FERC could reject the Settlement Agreement, such agreements are almost always adopted either as reached or with
amendments. The final decision by FERC will be included
in new 30-50 year licenses for the dams along the Catawba.
At some point, AW may ask our assistance in writing
letters or otherwise helping to influence FERC's ultimate
decision. For now, however, the Settlement Agreement
will be evaluated by FERC, a process that can take up to
two years.
For more information on the Settlement Agreement,
an article by Kevin Colburn, AW's National Stewardship
Director, is at www.americanwhitewater.org/content/Article/aview/articleid/10114/display/full. The article includes
links to sites with additional information on the Bridgewater
Reach and Great Falls, as well as a link to the Settlement
Agreement itself.
AW, ACA and others form Outdoor Alliance
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AW, American Canoe Association (ACA) and other
"human-powered outdoor recreation user groups" have
joined forces to establish the Outdoor Alliance. The
Outdoor Alliance is not an independent umbrella organization, but a true coalition — a group of organizations
working towards the same goals. The purpose of the
Outdoor Alliance is to "protect and secure quality outdoor
recreation opportunities on the nation's public lands and
waters through the collective voice and influence of human-powered outdoor recreation participants."
Almost 150 million Americans participate in humanpowered outdoor recreation activities such as hiking, moun-

We soon found that the section is difficult at any level
of water as there are 3 old dead falls that span bank to bank
within a 60 foot distance. Debris blocks any passage under
these falls. With trunks that are at the least 3 feet in
circumference forming a V at one end, there was just
enough distance for the 15.9 foot canoe to span the opening,
the smaller sit on top had to be moved up the trunks into
chest deep water to span.
The water level would need to rise about three foot or
more to be able to paddle over these dead falls in this
section. So you have to carry the boats over or around
them. With no clean portage and no gear to clear a path we
decided to put the boats over them. Soon we found the 4th
and 5th dead falls, so note: these will be there on the river
until a major flood moves them, until they rot, or a chain
saw eats them to pieces. None of which I see happening
soon. Further down stream there are 2 more, one that at
the current level — river right is passable under the log,
the other was a carry over — but both would be paddlable
with 1 foot more of water.
Rocks and pools was how the river progressed, with
two major ledges, narrow banks and a turn to the left, then
an old camp on river right with a swing bridge spanning the
river, again river left a half constructed house with missing
door and windows, a fire hot with embers, yet not a soul in
sight.
At this location the river bends right with an area
that, at higher levels, would be a set of class 2 rapids. Then
the horizon at river level caught my attention, just ahead
was a large flat water area with nothing more, another
drop, no more, a slide. On river right, about four feet long,
with a drop on river left, BUT we had to drag the boats
again as there was no other way down. Gee — are we
having fun yet?
There are hazards on most rivers that we all run,
some are natural and some are man made. We found two,
what looked like train trestles spanning the river at about
mile 3, with fords setup so man-placed rocks might be there

Etowah River Trip — Mille's
Berry Road to Jay Bridge Road
by Shari Heinz
(I am typing this while eating OREOS — YUMMY)
August 9. What a day! Have you ever been so that
you needed to get on a river, any river within a short
driving distance? Well that was how it was for me last
week. So I tackled the upper Etowah, a section that I knew
little about, only that which I read on the AWW
Streamkeeper website, and from what I viewed on an
earlier visit to the put-in at Mille's Berry and High Tower
Church road in Dahlonega.
The river in the area is narrow, not more then 20-30
feet wide in places. Slow water with a nice natural setting.
What we did not know about were any unreported hazards
or rapids that might present themselves. So a friend and
I packed the boats and drove the short 10 miles to the takeout at Jay Bridge Road. With the cars parked and the
shuttle over with, we arrived at the put-in just shortly after
1 pm. Here we found plenty of parking and a short carry
to the base of the bridge with an easy slope leading to the
river. Just above the bridge there is a great old fashion
swimming hole, with a clearing on both side, this area is
not that well known and only very local locals visit in the
hot summer to cool off.
Off we go into the wild green yonder, paddling as hard
as we can, yet our butts continue to hit the bottom,
bumping hard the further we went. (Sing that to the Air
Corp theme).
Now this part of the river for those that want to know,
is wonderful ONLY if there is water enough to raise you
above the rocky bottom. I, on a sit on top kayak, had some
issues with getting off and on the boat, but the friend was
in a canoe and now that was not as easy. Within the first
half mile we dragged the boats no less then 4 times through
very low and rocky bottomed areas.
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tain biking, climbing, backcountry skiing and, of course,
canoeing and kayaking. The political voice of this huge
user group, however, does not reflect its size and is often
overshadowed by broader groups with different recreational agendas.
In addition to AW and ACA, the Outdoor Alliance is
composed of the Access Fund (AF), American Hiking
Society (AHS), International Mountain Biking Association
(IMBA) and the Winter Wildlands Alliance (WWA). GCA
is an affiliate of both AW and ACA.. Creation of the
Outdoor Alliance was made possible in part by a grant from
the Turner Foundation.
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(this trip they were not), but just below one such bridge
that had flood debris tangled with the center columns, was
another dead fall that was about 1 foot overhead. This,
along with the bridges, can be a concern should the water
levels rise. Once past this area we encountered our next
concern, DOGS.
There were four dogs that we met that live along this
section of the river, and once they hear a group of boaters
they tend to follow them, barking and swimming just
ahead of you. Black and tans, (good beer) they look like
rotties or pits from a distance. We had a young child, age
7, with us. We became concerned when the dogs followed
us, often barking and yelping to each other along the way.
What started out as four dogs that we saw, dropped
to three that followed us for the next four hours. Our
concern was, were they friendly or might they attack us?
Being dog lovers and owners and having a young child in
one of the boats, we became cautious, so each time we had
to drag the boats, the child was told to stay calm, stay in the
boat, be quiet and if anything happens.... Well, you can
just imagine what I, grandmother to that child, was telling
her to do.
Slaps of the paddles, yells when the dogs got too close
could be heard, wanting the trip to end, the day was
wearing long; we were getting tired from dragging the
boats. We started to look on river right for signs of a road
that might take us out.
It was only 5 miles; at a normal water level this
should be a 3 hour trip. Soon it was 5 pm, storm clouds
were forming, but knowing the recent history of dark and
threatening clouds, we just dismissed it as a passing
nothing, and we were right. BUT there were hopes that
any rain heavy as the clouds looked, just might add to the
flow and get us off quicker.
Five plus hours into the trip, three dogs still following

2006 GCA Chick Paddle
by Denise Keller
Three years ago when I first "took up the paddle," Joy
Scott and I were heading to the take-out after a great day
on the Hiwassee. The weekend before this paddle I had
spent in NH for a women's weekend with herbalist Rosemary Gladstar. It was magical!!
With the women's weekend still on my mind, I said to
Joy that the club needed to do a "chick paddle." Joy was all
behind the idea and offered to organize it. We talked on
and off about the "chick paddle" all winter long. Winter
turned into spring and that's when Joy set a date for the
last weekend of August, 2005 for the First Annual GCA
Chick Paddle. I can't tell you all how excited I was. A
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us, very tired and exhausted paddlers in two boats, the
only thing left in the cooler was two bottles of water, and
one wish to get off the river. As we rounded a turn, there
was a stone bridge column. Just ahead was the Jay Bridge
Road bridge. Too tired to paddled another 20 feet, we
landed the boats at the first area that looked good enough
to get to the road. There the dogs waited for us. Now they
were wagging their tails and rolling over for their bellies to
be rubbed. Exhausted, wet, sore, getting chilled, we
climbed the bank and got to the truck. As we open the door,
the dogs jumped in and quickly curled up on the blankets
and fell fast asleep. Gee, that was my towel.
Dry, with a small snack eaten, we started to load the
boats and get set to head home. But what about the dogs,
do we leave them, will they find their way home? Look,
they have tags on them. With no cell service in this area
with my carrier, it was decided to take them with us and
see if we could find the address on the tag. This area, which
lacks road signs, is filled with private lanes. A call was
made to the number on the tag, with no answer. The dogs
came home with us.
HOME, a warm shower, dogs put in the back yard, a
meal eaten, and just about falling into bed. The trip was
over. WE HAD FUN, it was water under our boats, it was
cool water, no warm. BUT still I was on a river. I was able
to enjoy those short moments when I could paddle, it was
an adventure.
Next time, I will wait for higher water, bring a few dog
treats, and now that I know just where Trixie, Baby and
Dixie: Mini Pin mixes, live, I will return them there, the
next left off Hightower Church Road, just past the church,
keep to the right, they live at the end of the lane.
Ya, that are a rock and so be that.
Ya, that are a rock and so be that.
- Etowah River Low Water Chant.
thought was going to be a reality! And with Joy and I
working together on this project, I knew it would be a hit.
Fast forward to August 25-27, 2006. It's time for the
Second Annual GCA Chick Paddle weekend. It was held
at Horn's Creek Resort in Ocoee, TN, and we couldn't have
picked a better place (this is also the place for the 2006 Fall
Gala). Our hosts, Jim, Jeff, and Tom were fabulous!! Joy
had warned them ahead of time that we GCA "chicks" like
doing our needlepoint and tea and crumpets, but... there is
another side to the GCA "chicks"!!
The HC guys were GREAT!! And smart. They knew
not to mess with the estrogen levels of 19 or more "chicks."
They were ready when I asked if they would let us "chicks"
use the wave pool and water slide. "No problem" was the
answer.
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The "chicks" had a BLAST!!! A big Thanks to the HC
guys — Jim, Jeff and Tom!! And remember, what happens
at HC, stays at HC!! Chuckle-chuckle. You guys "rocked"!!
(the "boyz" are also seasoned paddlers and raft guides, so
they've seen it all.)
Well, a big THANKS! to all the "chicks" that partici-

pated in the Second Annual GCA Chick Paddle weekend.
Even if you came for a day or the whole weekend, Joy and
I thank you!! There is nothing like the energy of a bunch
of women getting together for a weekend of paddling and
fun.
THANK YOU, "CHICKS"!!!
Sunday, September 3rd, to see how they were running.
There were a few local kayakers, no helmet or PFDs,
getting ready to put in at the pool just below the bridge. I
was able to get onto the rocks at the first and second drops
at the rapids, just above the steel structure bridge.
Though the river, for me, is not runnable in this
section, not YET, I wanted to see the rapids again. Maybe
with the recent rains some of the lesser areas of the
Chestatee can be run.
Enjoy the pictures!

Copper Mine Rapids
by Shari Heinz
Have you ever wanted to do that? Well, today I did.
With the area's low water levels in most of the local rivers,
it could be a time that debris is removed from areas that are
dangerous or that pictures are taken just to see what the
rapids are all about at low water.
Since I live very close to the Chestatee River, near the
Copper Mine Rapids, I walked down to the river on
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The Roll
by Phil Urban
We were on a new river, in a new state, in borrowed
boats. She was upside down in a highly aerated almost
toilet bowl type of a spot at the bottom of the crux drop on
a run at the edge of her comfort and experience. She
missed her first roll and I held my breath waiting to see
what would happen next.
I've been paddling with my kids for 10 years now. My
son and I caught the fever immediately and paddled
passionately (100+ days a year) from the first year. My
daughter was 9 years old that first year and not interested
in white water. Winters would come and she'd come to the
pool with us and snap off hand rolls on both sides but still
she wanted nothing to do with being scared on the river. No
worries, I was happy that she had even that limited
exposure.
She paddled the Nantahala one year. That winter
the whole family (four of us) went to Chile and Chris Spe's
beautiful operation on the Futaleufu. Her brother and I
paddled the Futa for 10 days while she and her Mom took
lessons from some of the world's best on the class 2/3
Espolon. Still, the combat roll was not part of her repertoire. Her talent and basic skills were obvious and beautiful. In fact, her ability to paddle class 3 without flipping
contributed to her having no experience with combat rolls.
In more recent years she has paddled a couple times
a season with us and styled the easy 3s that we got her on.
Always we were just psyched to be able to share a run with
her. Often she'd end up leading and if you got close enough
you could hear that she was humming or singing some song
to herself.
One of my best days ever on the river was when the
family followed her brother to the Worlds in Graz, Austria
and she and I slipped away from the drama of the competition and paddled the source of Vienna's drinking water,
a class 2/3 section of the Salza. The main thing I remember
from that run was leading her into a beautiful rapid with
multiple house size rocks and realizing after we entered on
river left that we were going to have to make something of
a hairy ferry (for a class 3 run) to river right in the middle
of the rapid. We eddied out at the bottom with me more
psyched than her that the two of us had styled the drop. I
still have the snapshot displayed of the two of us at the
take-out with paddles crossed as we stand with the river
and the Alps in the background.
Two summers ago we ran the Kennebec Gorge at
2400 cfs. At that level the run becomes something of a
pushy and at times technical class 3. Even at that level the
Alleyway is big water and with her on her brother's stern
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and me sweeping immediately behind she flipped on a big
diagonal. I watched her go for her roll but the water was
so dynamic I could see her whole upside down body clear
of the water as she went for her hip snap. She swam. Her
brother had her on his back deck in seconds and I pushed
her boat to shore. Old friends who were with us said it was
the fastest rescue they had ever seen. She was nonplussed
and styled the rest of the run but it did nothing in the way
of exposing her to the confidence of a successful combat
roll.
This past year she went off to her first year of college.
The girl from the deep woods of Maine chose Pratt in
Brooklyn, NY, as her first stop in her new life as a young
adult. Manhattan by subway several times a week was her
new challenging technical run and she styled this, too. The
several times that her Mom and I visited her in NYC, it was
she who led us, and I was similarly thrilled when we would
eddy out in some fantastic little restaurant that she
wanted to share with us. None of this seemed to faze her
and I feel quite sure that her river exposure helped her
navigate this new part of her life.
So, her beloved brother now spends his summers in
Buena Vista, CO, with his new lady. And we all went out
to visit them in June. That is how Chloe and I found
ourselves on the Arkansas River paddling yet another
amazingly beautiful class 3 run.
It was just the two of us and we had been having a
great day. We got to the hardest drop, House Rock, and got
out to scout. There was quite a pushy and dynamic wave
train leading into the drop and most of the river went to the
left of the rock. A diagonal sat at the lip of the drop, feeding
away from the rock but into a big wall on river left. Below
the diagonal and against the House Rock sat a big aerated
swirling toilet bowl kind of a spot that looked real intimidating on a class 3 run.
We looked at it, discussed the line that we wanted to
hit, and walked back to our boats without any drama. As
I pulled my skirt on I felt a surge of pre-drop adrenaline
and it wasn't all just out of concern for her. We decided that
I would lead and she would follow after I hit the horizon
line. Our plan was to use the diagonal and angle left a little
to take the toilet out of play. It was funky enough so that
I drove my bow into the wall on the left at the bottom of the
drop and finished the run out backwards. I looked up to
watch her hit the horizon a little right of where she wanted
to be and she flipped on the swirling edge of the toilet.
I sat there. I sat there and watched in a way that is
probably familiar to most parents. So much invested in so
many ways in our children. And yet ultimately they are on
their own.
I knew she was not happy. I knew her first instinct
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was to swim. I saw her set up for her roll, I was psyched.
She missed it and I held my breath with her.
A moment passed and instead of her surfacing separate from her boat, I saw her setting up for another
attempt. This time she snapped it off and immediately
eddied out in a little micro eddy by the wall on the left. I
was almost certainly more psyched than her.
She gathered herself for a minute and then paddled
down to the next eddy where I sat waiting to high five,
make that high ten her. We both knew something big had
just happened. She spoke of her determination and the
tears that she felt wanting to come. I felt that most
satisfying feeling of watching one of your children take a
difficult step and move into a new arena of confidence and
competence.
Little did either of us know just how big a step that
was.
We paddled as a family again, this time on a slightly
harder section of the Arkansas and she paddled with a new
level of aggressiveness born of her new confidence. She
didn't flip but she explored the river more and her impeccable technique and style seemed even more beautiful to
watch. Her Mom and I returned to our beloved Maine

woods but she stayed for another 10 days to hang with her
brother and maybe paddle a little.
We got home and started getting excited calls from
her telling us of her training in a couple of the Ark's holes
with her brother and her future sister. She spoke of
spinning in the holes and sessions with a couple dozen
rolls. She was concerned about the lack of a close play hole
back here in Maine. Her brother would tell me with
amazement of her progress and her beautifully instinctive
technique and style. I was envious of his time with her but
I was not the least bit surprised. After all, I had watched
him through his progression and hers was no less beautiful, she just had a different pace.
I've written often about boating and the personal
sense of accomplishment and the amazing community one
can access through it. I've shared some of the incredible
ride of watching my son become a World Champion. But,
there is something really different, and beautiful, and
inspiring in watching a young girl become a young woman
and learn and grow and excel at her own pace in her own
elegant way.
Thanks Chloe, you're the best.
- From the Merrimack Valley Paddlers email list.
Of the major river drainage areas in Georgia, which
drains the largest percentage of the state?
Bonus: What percentage of Georgia does it drain?
Double Bonus: Into what body of water does the
drainage ultimately flow?
First person to post correct responses to all three
questions on the GCA email list gets mentioned in next
month's Eddy Line, where the answers will also be published.
Remember — no peeking.
Answer to last month's quiz: The waters of the
Hiwassee and the Nottely touch ten states (Georgia, North
Carolina, Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi, Kentucky,
Illinois, Missouri, Arkansas and Louisiana) before flowing
from the Mississippi River into the Gulf of Mexico.

Rick's River Quiz
The first — and only — correct answer to last month's
quiz question came from Roger Nott. Water from the
Hiwassee and the Nottely touches ten states — Georgia,
North Carolina, Tennessee, Alabama, Kentucky, Illinois,
Missouri, Arkansas, Mississippi and Louisiana — before
draining into the Gulf of Mexico as part of the Mississippi
River. Imagine — a water bottle dropped into a stream in
Towns County could wind up as litter on the banks of the
Mississippi in New Orleans.
Maybe last month's question was too hard — it
actually generated more emails complaining about the
difficulty than attempts to answer it. So, an easier
question for this month:

As of 09/05/06, the American
Whitewater accident database lists at
least 63 accidents (3 in Georgia) with
at least 47 fatalities (none in Georgia).
Be careful out there!
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Dust Art
When the dust gets thick on the back window of his
Mini Cooper, Scott Wade uses it as a canvas to create
temporary works of art. Wade lives off the unpaved
Roadrunner Road north of San Marcos, which dusts the
back windows of his car and gives him the canvases to
create his own works of art. A collage of wildlife decorates
the Mini Cooper's window.
Wade takes pride in his creations, but he knows that
with one good shower, his work will just wash away.

Skeeter Primer
or How to Paddle a Skeeter
by Vincent Payne
See Vincent's boat.
Look, look at Vincent's Skeeter.
Look at Vincent in his boat.
See Vincent on the river.
See Vincent swim.
See Vincent go glub, glub.
Bail Vincent bail.
See Vincent get back in the Skeeter.
Go Vincent go.
Brace Vincent brace.
Roll Vincent roll.
See Vincent swim.
See Vincent try again.
See Vincent cinch his helmet.
See Vincent in the rapid.
See the Skeeter behind him.
Swim Vincent swim!

HAPPY HALLOWEEN!!
The Eddy Line
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GCA Fall Gala 2006
October 13th,14th,15th
Horn's Creek Resort, Ocoee, TN
www.hornscreek.com

(prices subject to change)

Name_______________________________ Phone___________________
Address______________________________________ No. in party______
Lodging:
2 nights stay in bunkhouse: $45.00/per person
Car/tent camping: $5.00 per person per night
Meals:
Breakfast buffet Sat.__ and Sun.__: $5.00 per breakfast
Saturday Dinner: $12.00 per person

$__________
$__________

$_________
$_________

Activities:
Water park: $10/per person per day, Sat.____ Sun.____
$__________
(minimum 20 people, weather permitting)
Paintball: $20/per person per day, Sat.____ Sun.____
$__________
(minimum 10 people)
High ropes: $20/per person per day, Sat.____ Sun.____
$__________
(minimum 10 people)
Rafting: $25/per person, check out the news letter for details please.
Grand Total: (make checks payable to Denise Keller/GCA) $_________
ALL ORDERS MUST BE RECEIVED BY SEPT. 29th 2006
(Horn's Creek has requested a 2 week notice before the Gala for
set-up)
Fill out the order form and mail with check to:
Denise Keller
518 Victoria Rd.
Woodstock, GA 30189
770.591.0980

